
Mobility for everyone

Flexbase SitRite
Flexbase SitRite is designed to provide additional support and comfort for the user. With a stable 
seated position, it gives increased endurance and optimises the options for using the arms and head. 
The seating system is anatomically designed with major ergonomic benefits regarding seated posture 
and pressure distribution. 

All settings can be made with ergonomically designed levers; no tools needed. Electrical seat func-
tions are available as accessories. Flexbase SitRite offers a large range of accessories. The  chassis 
has very low friction wheels that compensate for unevenness in the floor and has generous space 
between the wheels, allowing the chair to be kicked forwards easily.
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Flexbase SitRite

The Flexbase has very low friction wheels that compensate for unevenness in the 
floor and has generous space between the wheels, allowing the chair to be kicked 
forwards easily. The easily accessible brake does not obstruct movement to the side. 
Rear wheel brake is standard, but it is easy to change to front wheel or four-wheel 
brakes. The two piece chassis means the chair remains level even on uneven surfaces.

CHASSIS
Flexbase

SEATING SYSTEMS 
SitRite

The SitRite's advantages are hidden under the surface of the seat, in the two foam mate-
rials with different densities. The lower, harder, foam section helps to hold the pelvis in a 
good position, while the upper, softer, foam section achieves a distribution of pressure by 
being thicker under the seat bones than it is under the thighs. The SitRite is an excellent 
example of how design and density interact to create better balance, straightening of the 
spine and control of hand movements. All of which combine to provide the best levels of 
comfort and stability.

The SitRite's back has an ergonomic form, which supports a large part of the trunk 
without impairing the arm's freedom of movement. Pressure is distributed over a 
large area, and the trunk is also supported at the sides, which enhances comfort, 
increases stability and reduces tiredness when the user has reduced sitting capabili-
ty. When the trunk is stable, the control of the hands and head's movements is also 
improved.

Chassis, width 58 cm

Chassis, length 60 cm

Total weight 23 kg (gas), 31 kg (electrical)

User weight, max. 140 kg

Brake Chassis mounted/seatmounted

Wheel size 100 mm

Seat (width x depth) 40x40, 40x45, 45x45, 45x50, 50x50 cm

Seat width (between armrests) 38-56 cm

Seat depth 40-59 cm

Seat height Gas (height to underneath the seat) 37-52, 43-63 cm

Seat height Electrical (height to underneath the seat) 37-55, 43-68 cm

Seat tilt, electrical, gas, crank & turnbuckle 22º to 15º

Back support, height, adjustable 43-62 cm

Back (width x height) 37x43, 42x45, 47x47 cm

Adjustable back angle 30º

Upholstery fabric Black Atlantic

Armrest, height, adjustable 0-26 cm

Armrest, platform 30x8x3 cm

The seat height is adjusted with the help of gas or electricity, where both versions are available in a high or low 
seat height version. Both are listed after each other in the technical data in the order "high, low".

UPHOLSTERY FABRIC

Black 
Skai

Black 
fabric

Accessory code E02


